
of Redwitz, which the town had purchased, together with the manorial estate, 
from the Waldsassen monastery in 1341. After its establishment in 1806, the 
Kingdom of Bavaria attempted to settle the territorial problems and espe
cially the confusion of sovereignties in the former Waldsassen area. The so-
called Munich Territorial Treaty of 14 April 1816, which legally anchored the 
exchange of the principality of Salzburg and the Inn and Hausruck district 
for the Palatinate, also applied to the enclave of Redwitz, which was surroun-
ded by Bavarian territory. 

This contribution describes an exposé by the generál commissioner of the 
Main District who was charged with taking over the administrative district 
of Redwitz. His wide-ranging report gives a comprehensive picture of the 
Statistical, social, economic, religious, legal and fiscal Situation of this Eger 
dominion. It also reveals the reflections of this high Bavarian official as to 
the claims that Austria might press, on the basis of prior sovereignty, with 
respect to some villages belonging to Redwitz. 
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In the age of Francis Joseph, from the Revolution of 1848 to the First 
World War, the Jews of Bohemia experienced their „economic miracle". The 
Jewish social and occupational structure was tailor-made to the needs of the 
emerging modern Austrian capitalism. By 1900 the Jewish population had 
undergone a significantly more rapid materiál and social rise than had the 
society as a whole; for the most part, the Bohemian Jews had become part 
of the bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie. This „economic miracle" was ac-
companied by extensive internal migration which brought the Jews to the 
centers of economic expansion. As a result new Jewish Settlements were crea-
ted in the provincial towns of the Czech-speaking interior and in the Ger
man Bohemian industrial areas that had scarcely been settled by Jews before. 
Prague and Vienna, however, remained the focal points of Jewish hopes for 
advancement. 

In the 1850s the Bohemian Jews were among the pillars of the neo-absolu-
tist regime. The continuing anti-Jewish pressure exerted by the Czech petite 
bourgeoisie prevented any improvement of the strained relationship between 
the national movement and the Jews. After the Hanka affair of 1858, when 
the former Czecho-Jewish sympathizer David Kuh joined battle with the 
„icons" of the Czech-national renewal creed, the German Jews of Prague and 
their press, with its closse ties to Vienna, became one of t h e m a i n targets of 
national propaganda. In the economic crisis of the 1860s, the national-socia-
list slogans kindled various movements of social rebellion, the biggest of 
which, in the spring of 1866, engendered a Situation approadhing civil war. 
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